GENERAL DISCLAIMERS

All product specific information is provided to Tech Data Corporation and its Divisions and Subsidiaries (“Tech Data”) wherever located by the manufacturers who are solely responsible for its content and accuracy. Tech Data will not be responsible for typographical or other errors or omissions regarding prices or other information.

All sales are subject to Tech Data’s Standard Sales Terms and Conditions, unless as otherwise stated on the respective Tech Data sales site under which you choose to conduct business with Tech Data. Promotional offers and prices are for a limited time or as specified. Please consult with your local Tech Data representative for up-to-the-minute information.

Product prices and configuration are subject to change without prior notice. Stock position and published resale pricing are updated daily. Inventory availability, published resale pricing, and manufacturer quoted lead-times are subject to rapid change.

TERMS OF USE

If you are conducting this session on a public computer or are otherwise using a computer to which multiple people have potential access, be sure to follow all relevant instructions to ensure you are sufficiently disconnected and logged off this website and the computer system you are using so as to prevent unauthorized access to your account with Tech Data.

The materials on this website are provided with "Restricted Rights". Use, duplication, or disclosure by the U.S. Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in applicable laws and regulations. Use of the materials by the U.S. Government constitutes acknowledgement of Tech Data’s proprietary rights in them. No other governments are authorized to use the materials appearing on this website without prior written permission from Tech Data.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

All trademarks, service marks, logos, slogans, domain names and trade names (collectively "Marks") are the properties of their respective owners. Tech Data disclaims any proprietary interest in Marks other than its own.

The copyright in all original material provided on this website is held by Tech Data, or by the original creator of the material. Except as stated below, none of the material may be reproduced, distributed, republished, downloaded, displayed, posted, transmitted or copied in any form or by any means, without the prior written permission of Tech Data, and the copyright owner. Permission is granted to display, copy, distribute and download the materials on this website solely for personal, non-commercial use provided that you make no modifications to the materials and that all copyright and other proprietary notices contained in the materials are retained. You may not mirror, scrape, or frame this website or any other pages or materials contained on this website on any other website, web page or any other server. You may not connect "deep links" to the website, i.e., create links to this website that bypass the home page or other parts of the website without prior written permission.

Any permission granted herein terminates automatically without further notice if you breach any of the above terms. Upon such termination, you agree to immediately destroy any downloaded or printed materials. Any unauthorized use of any material contained on this website may violate domestic or
international copyright laws, trademark laws, the laws of privacy and publicity, and communications regulations and statutes.

**TERMS OF USE FOR TECH DATA RSS FEEDS**

RSS (really simple syndication) service is a means by which Tech Data offers, from time to time, feeds and other content of story headlines in XML format to visitors of Tech Data’s websites who use RSS aggregators. These Terms of Use govern your use of this RSS service. The use of the RSS service is also subject to Tech Data’s Terms and Conditions, and all other Legal Notices, which governs the use of Tech Data’s websites, information services and content. The Terms of Use and the Terms and Conditions may be changed by Tech Data at any time without notice.

**USE OF RSS FEEDS**

Tech Data’s RSS feeds are protected by U.S. and international copyright laws. All rights in and to Tech Data’s RSS feeds, including the content and technology included therein, are reserved to Tech Data or its suppliers or content providers. The RSS feed is a free service offered by Tech Data for non-commercial use. Unless permission is expressly granted by Tech Data, any other uses are prohibited, including, but not limited to the following:

1. You may not modify or delete any of the RSS feed content;
2. You may not redistribute the RSS feeds;
3. You may not post Tech Data audio files or full-text stories other than as included in the RSS feed;
4. You may not modify the links redirecting the user to the Tech Data websites when the user clicks on them or other predetermined location;
5. You may not insert any intermediate page, splash page or other content between the links and the applicable Tech Data web page; and
6. You may not suggest that Tech Data promotes or endorses any third party causes, ideas, websites, products or services.

**OWNERSHIP/ATTRIBUTION**

Tech Data and its suppliers retain all ownership and other rights in the RSS feeds and related content, including any and all Tech Data, or third party, logos and trademarks used in connection with the RSS service. Full and complete attribution to Tech Data and related Tech Data websites must be provided in connection with your use of the RSS feeds. Sites using multiple feeds from Tech Data must provide further attribution to Tech Data by posting "brought to you by Tech Data" within the text display field.

**LINK TO CONTENT PAGES**

The RSS service may be used only with those feed platforms from which a functional link is made available that, when accessed, takes the viewer directly to the display of the full article or content on the Tech Data’s websites. You may not display the RSS Content in a manner that does not permit successful linking to, redirection to or delivery of the applicable Tech Data website pages with the original content.

**RIGHT TO DISCONTINUE FEEDS**
Tech Data reserves the right to discontinue providing RSS feeds, including all content contained in the RSS feeds, and to require that you cease accessing, displaying, distributing or otherwise using any or all of the Tech Data RSS feeds, RSS feed content, or any other Tech Data provided content, at any time for any reason.

By using Tech Data’s RSS feeds and related content, you agree to be bound by the terms and conditions set forth above, as well as those in our Terms and Conditions. Tech Data assumes no liability for any of your activities in connection with the RSS feeds or for your use of the RSS feeds in connection with your website. All RSS feeds and content are provided 'AS IS' and without warranty of any kind from Tech Data.